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Evolutionary theories of foraging hypothesize that individual foraging strategies evolved to maximize search efficiency.3

Many studies have investigated the trade-offs between exploration and exploitation and how individual foragers manage4

them. However, for groups of foragers, these trade-offs can change and individual search strategies may evolve in5

response to their social environments. For instance, foragers may use social information to collectively find and harvest6

resources, which might increase competition and decrease the benefits of exploring new resources. Previous work has7

shown that when learning socially, it is optimal for groups to be composed of highly explorative strategies. However,8

individual and collective search efficiencies may not align if individual search strategies beneficial for the group are9

disadvantageous for the individuals. In the present study, we use an agent-based model to investigate the effect of10

collective foraging on the evolution of individual search strategies and how they relate to group search efficiency. We11

use a genetic algorithm to evolve Lévy walk exponents (µ) that govern the balance of explorative versus exploitative12

foraging. We show that groups can evolve with social learning whose collective performance is more optimal than13

without social learning. The model shows that exploiters have a selective advantage in scrounging off findings by14

other agents, but too many exploiters diminished group search efficiencies. We also show that social learning in large15

groups can increase the payoffs of exploration and lead to the selection of more exploratory groups. Finally, we show16

that area-restricted search can help explorers exploit found resources and lead to more efficient collective search. Our17

results demonstrate how exploration and exploitation must be balanced at both individual and collective levels, and how18

individual search strategies can evolve to the benefit of collective search efficiency.19

1 Introduction20

Many species, including humans, forage for resources in groups. Collective searching can decrease search costs,21

efficiently exploit resources, decrease variance in resource intake and enhance sensing of environmental information22

[Clark and Mangel, 1986, Krause et al., 2002, Berdahl et al., 2013, Harpaz and Schneidman, 2020, Roeleke et al., 2022,23

Aplin et al., 2014, Lihoreau et al., 2016]. It may therefore benefit individual foragers and their individual success to24

be part of a group [Giraldeau and Caraco, 2018, Pitcher et al., 1982]. However, this group benefit may not confer25

to individuals when there are discrepancies between search behavior that is adaptive for the individual versus the26

group [Leonard and Levin, 2022]. Foraging with a group may also affect the search strategies that are optimal for the27

individual. In this study, we investigate how individual search strategies evolve in the context of collective foraging,28

how evolved strategies impact collective search efficiency, and what factors may facilitate the evolution of efficient29

search strategies for individuals as well as groups.30

Previous studies have shown that individual foragers must balance exploration for new resources with exploitation of31

known resources [Bartumeus et al., 2016, 2014, Kembro et al., 2019, Garg and Kello, 2021]. This balance may change32

when individuals interact and affect each other’s strategies to forage as a group. For example, foragers may aggregate33
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to collectively exploit a found patch of resources, but too much aggregation may prevent foragers from exploring34

individually to find new patches. The degree to which foragers influence each others’ search strategies can depend upon35

how they interact, for example, through social learning.36

Social learning, by which foragers can observe and acquire information about resources using social cues, can influence37

individual search strategies and the competition for resources. For instance, easily accessible social information38

and exploitation can encourage foragers to scrounge for resources. The benefits of scrounging can depend upon the39

properties of the physical and social environment, such as resource density and group size. Herein we will investigate40

how individual-level search strategies can evolve in response to constraints imposed by social learning and the foraging41

environment. We will also investigate the effects of evolved individual strategies on group-level search efficiency and42

which strategies may maximize the benefits of collective foraging.43

The exploration-exploitation trade-off can shape optimal movement and search patterns in individuals [Viswanathan44

et al., 1996, Charnov and others, 1976]. The trade-off can be further affected by features of resources such as patch45

richness and travel time between patches. For instance, when patches are rich but not easy to find, exploitative search46

strategies that prolong a forager’s time within a patch are more optimal than fast, explorative movements that cause47

the forager to exit a patch quickly. Conversely, if resources are not abundant, exploratory strategies that favor early48

departure from a poor patch can be more beneficial [Charnov and others, 1976, Krebs et al., 1978]. Therefore, it would49

benefit foragers to make decisions to explore or exploit based on information about the environment. Some foraging50

models forego the benefits of informed search in favor of cognitively simplified agents that randomly switch between51

exploration and exploitation [Viswanathan et al., 1996], while others base decisions to switch on information obtained52

while foraging [Dorfman et al., 2022, Bénichou et al., 2011, Pacheco-Cobos et al., 2019a, Hills et al., 2013, Kerster53

et al., 2016]. For example, area-restricted search models drive decisions to switch between exploitation and exploration54

based on resource encounters, which is more efficient than switching at random.55

Individual foraging decisions may also be informed by the behaviors of others when foraging collectively [Strandburg-56

Peshkin et al., 2017, Spiegel and Crofoot, 2016, Sokolowski et al., 1997, Greene et al., 2016]. For example, if foragers57

can detect when and where others find resources, foragers may engage in social learning and head towards locations58

where others have found resources in the hopes of finding more nearby. Such social learning can decrease the need to59

explore resources individually and thereby reduce movement costs. However, socially-driven search strategies may also60

increase competition for resources and cause foragers to evolve more explorative strategies that counteract a tendency61

to over-aggregate and over-exploit found resource locations [Beauchamp, 2005, Gillespie and Chapman, 2001].62

The effects of social learning may also interact with other search conditions such as group size and group composition to63

modulate the level of social information available. For example, an increase in group size can amplify social information64

[Detrain and Deneubourg, 2008], especially in rich environments, and accelerate the rate at which patches are depleted.65

Such amplifying effects of large group sizes could intensify if the foraging group is composed of slow, exploitative66

foragers that are likely to stay near previously found patches for longer durations [Garg et al., 2022].67

Social learning may lead individuals to adopt search strategies that are not adaptive at the group level. In a previous68

study (Garg et al. [2022]), we showed that foraging groups could maximize their search efficiency when individual69

foragers independently explore the environment while selectively joining other foragers in their discoveries. However,70

at the individual level, such explorative strategies may not always be adaptive, especially if exploitative agents can71

decrease their search costs in the presence of other explorative foragers. Our conclusions in the previous paper were72

limited by the lack of evolutionary dynamics, as populations often fail to evolve to group-optimal equilibria due to73

frequency-dependent fitness effects [Rogers, 1988, Smith and Price, 1973].74

In the present study, we investigated the evolution of individual search strategies along the exploration-exploitation75

continuum, and the effects of evolved strategies on collective efficiencies. In the previous model, all agents in a group76

practised the same search strategy, and we calculated which strategy maximized collective efficiency. Herein, agents77

could vary in their degree of exploration versus exploitation by means of a parameter µ that governed the probability of78

relatively short versus long movements through the resource landscape. Using an evolutionary algorithm, µ parameter79

values were selected on the basis of their effects on individual efficiency and in the context of different levels of social80

learning. Social learning was governed by a group-level parameter α that determined how likely agents were to use81

social information to find resources. The model does not consider the extent to which social learning (α) evolves,82

but rather considers the downstream evolutionary consequences of a population that relies more or less on social83

information. Our results show that over-reliance on social learning can promote the evolution of exploitative search84

strategies at the individual that are detrimental at the group level. Our results also show how informed search strategies85

can counteract the over-reliance on social learning by increasing the payoffs of exploratory search.86
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2 Model Overview87

We developed an evolutionary model of collective foraging under different conditions of resource density, group size and88

social learning that could constrain the evolution of individual search strategies. In the model, agents are conspecifics89

foraging for resources in patchy environments and their fitness is based on search efficiency. Agents can search for90

resources independently or they can learn about resource locations discovered by other foragers. Each simulation of91

the model was run until 30% of the available resources were consumed, at which point all resources were cleared and92

refresh, and all agents were replaced by a new generation. The new generation of agents were copied from the previous93

generation in proportion to the fitness of each previous agent. The new generation thereby inherited their parents’ search94

strategies, such that the persistence of a search strategy depended on its efficiency given the search conditions.95

We used the Lévy walk model ([Viswanathan et al., 1996]) to simulate a range of search strategies along the exploration-96

exploitation continuum. Lévy walks are governed by a power-law parameter µ that modulates the probability of97

relatively long versus short search movements and thereby simulates observed features of explorative and exploitative98

search behaviors [Mehlhorn et al., 2015]. For example, agents with µ → 1 employ a relatively large proportion of long,99

straight movement steps that help to cover new ground and find new patches at a faster rate compared with shorter steps100

that are more likely to double back on themselves. However, long steps may cause agents to exit a patch before fully101

exploiting its resources.102

The Lévy walk model simplifies exploitative and explorative movements as different kinds of random walks. The Lévy103

walk model simulates the distribution of movement step sizes without the potential benefit of information that may be104

gained during foraging. However, foragers with memory and cognitive abilities may choose step sizes because based105

on information about the distribution of resources in their environments. Specifically, foragers may choose smaller106

movements if they have information to indicate that resources may be nearby. To test such informed search strategies,107

we modified the model to include area-restricted search (ARS), which is a simple heuristic that triggers slower and108

exploitative movements after encountering resources to search for more nearby before reverting to more wide-ranging109

explorative movements. ARS may increase the individual payoffs of exploratory strategies and thereby counterbalance110

any social learning bias towards exploitative scrounging behaviors.111

3 Model Details112

Similar to the model of collective foraging from Garg et al. (2022), the search space is a L x L grid with periodic113

boundaries. Resources in each simulation were clumped into 20 randomly-distributed patches under all conditions, and114

the total number of resources was varied to create either sparse or dense resource patches, NR = 1000 or NR = 10000115

(see Supplementary Methods for more details and Fig.S7 for an example of the resource environment). Resources in the116

model are destructive, i.e, they are removed from the environment after being found during each simulation. We tested117

the model under two different number of agents, NA = 10 or NA = 50. Group size (NA) varied the potential amount118

of social information available, and consequently the level of social interaction and competition among agents.119

Each agent moves in a series of steps, where each step is defined by a heading and distance to move in a straight line.120

Heading and distance of each step are chosen based on either the agent’s individual search strategy, or the location of a121

detected social cue, i.e. where another agent found one or resources on the current time step. Each agent can detect all122

locations where resources are found by others on each time step.123

If an agent detects no social cues at the start of a given step, then pure Lévy walk agents choose a random heading and124

move a distance sampled from the following probability distribution,125

P (d) = Cd−µ (1)

where, dmin ≤ d ≤ L, dmin = 10−3 is the minimum distance that an agent could move, L is normalized to width of126

the grid, and µ is the power-law exponent, 1 < µ ≤ 3. C is a normalization constant such that127

C =
1− µ

(L)1−µ − (dmin)1−µ
(2)

The Lévy exponent µ modulates the individual search strategy as a continuum between shorter, more exploitative128

movements and longer, more explorative movements. There were six different alleles i.e. possible values for µ:129

[1.1, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5] and each agent i is characterized by one of the exponent values. µ → 1.1 represents an130

explorative strategy with longer steps, µ → 3.5 results in an exploitative strategy with shorter steps and frequent turns,131

and µ ≈ 2 balances the probability of long versus short steps. Later we consider ARS as an informed individual search132

strategy that can be added to parameterized Lévy walks.133
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If an agent Ai detects a social cue at given location where another agent Aj found a resource, then the probability of Ai134

pursuing the social cue instead of following a Lévy walk step was equal to135

PS = exp(−αdij), (3)

where dij is the distance between agents Ai and Aj , and α is the social selectivity parameter that determines how136

selective an agent is in pursuing social information as a function of distance. If more than one social cue is detected on137

a given time step, the agent pursues the closest cue (with ties chosen at random). We simulated the model for three138

levels of social selectivity (α = 10−5, 10−2, 100 ) that correspond with high, intermediate, and no social learning,139

respectively.140

With high social learning, agents are more likely to pursue social cues irrespective of distance. With intermediate social141

learning, agents are more selective in pursuing social information and are less likely to pursue distant cues that incur142

greater movement costs. With no social learning, agents forage using only their individual search strategy.143

Agents consume resources at locations they encounter. If multiple resources are present at a given location, agents144

consume one unit of resource per time step, in the order of their arrival at the location. Thus, fewer or no resources145

are available for agents arriving relatively late to a given resource location. An agent draws a new step and heading146

direction after consuming one or more resources. Agents truncate their movements towards social cues if they encounter147

a resource or choose to pursue a newly detected social cue. A newly detected cue is pursued only if its distance is less148

than that to the currently pursued cue.149

Area-restricted search150

As individual search strategies, pure Lévy walks are uninformed because steps are purely stochastic and unaffected151

by information that could be gained while foraging. We added ARS as an informed component of individual search152

strategies that is triggered when resources are found. Specifically, when an ARS agent moves to a location with153

one or more resources, it searches the vicinity before moving to its next location, where vicinity was defined as all154

neighboring locations within a radius of two grid cells, rv = 2dmin. This radius is a proxy for intensive, local search155

upon encountering a resource that has been observed in various natural foraging conditions. ARS agents move to any156

and all neighboring locations where resources are found to consume them. ARS is potentially more efficient when157

resources are clustered and hence more likely to be near each other.158

Genetic Algorithm Each simulation began with a group of agents with uniformly distributed values of µ and thus,159

groups represented the six alleles in equal proportions. The other three parameters (NR, NA, α) were held constant for160

each given simulation, and varied systematically across simulations. The evolutionary algorithm selects agents based on161

their search efficiencies η, computed as the total amount of resources consumed per total distance moved measured in162

grid cell lengths. Each round of selection occurs after 30% of resources are consumed, and efficiencies are normalized163

to assign each allele with a probability of replication proportional to efficiency.164

Each new population inherits the Lévy walk exponent, µ from the selected parents. In addition, we added a mutation165

rate of 0.05 probability of randomizing µ to one of the six alleles for each agent on each selection round. Resources,166

efficiencies, and agent locations are reset after each selection round and the simulation continued anew.167

Evolutionary analyses The results presented here are from 40 simulations, and each simulation was run for 3000168

generations. We measured the evolved values of µ and group search efficiencies for each parameter combination and169

for both models (non-ARS and ARS). The results presented below show both the mean evolved µ in populations and170

their distribution across populations, mean search efficiencies (η), and the changes in µ and η over generations. Note171

that our model results in stochastic evolutionary dynamics due to variability in population sizes, resource environments,172

stochastic search decisions, spatial interactions, and mutations. Such stochasticity prevents the groups from evolving to173

fully stable equilibria [Imhof et al., 2005].174

To corroborate our findings, we also performed invasion analyses with the model to test the likelihood of a strategy175

(µmutant) invading a population of another strategy (µresident) based on their relative payoffs (see Supplementary176

Methods for more details). The likelihood can be shown by calculating an invasion index (i) for a given set of resident177

and mutant strategies,178

i(µresident, µmutant) =
ηµmutant

ηµresident

(4)

If a strategy is stable, then another strategy can not outperform it and i < 1. If a strategy is unstable, then a mutant with179

a more efficient strategy can invade and i > 1. If two strategies µi and µj can invade each other, the groups may evolve180

to a stable, mixed equilibria with strategies µi and µj coexisting.181
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Figure 1: Distribution of the evolved values of Lévy exponents (µ) for different levels of resource density (NR), group
size (NA) and social learning (α). α values of 10−5, 10−2, 100 correspond to high, intermediate and no levels of social
learning. µ → 1 corresponds to exploratory search strategy, while µ → 3.5 corresponds to exploitative search. These
data represent group compositions over the last 10 generations out of a total of 3000. Error bars show 95% confidence
intervals.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Mean estimates of the evolved values of Lévy exponents (µ) for different levels of resource density (NR),
group size (NA) and social learning (α). (b) Corresponding mean estimates of the group search efficiencies (η) of
the evolved groups. Dashed lines show the maximum group efficiency value obtained in Garg et al. 2022 for given
α and NA. These values were similar for the two resource densities (NR). The averages were taken over the last 10
generations out of a total of 3000, for every parameter combination. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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4 Results182

4.1 Reliance on social learning leads to less efficient mixed groups of explorers and exploiters.183

Previous studies have shown that with little or no social learning (i.e, solitary foraging), individual search strategies184

that balance explorative and exploitative movements with the Lévy exponent, µ ≈ 2 are optimal for individual and185

group-level search efficiencies [Viswanathan et al., 2008, Garg et al., 2022, Bartumeus et al., 2016]. We similarly186

found that without social information, the genetic algorithm increased search efficiency by selecting individual search187

strategies with µ ≈ 2 (Figs. 1, (right column) and 4 (top-left) and Fig. 8(right)). However, when foraging steps were188

guided by social cues as well as individual search strategies, mean group efficiency fluctuated and decreased over189

generations instead (Fig. 8(left) ).190

In the presence of social information and high levels of overall social learning, our previous model [Garg et al., 2022]191

showed that explorative individual search strategies can maximize group-level search efficiencies. The model also192

showed that exploratory search can increase the rate at which resources are discovered while decreasing excessive193

aggregation at patches. However, here we found that the genetic algorithm was unable to select the optimal individual194

strategy when agents could use information (α < 100) from their group members. Instead, the algorithm selected µ195

distributions that fluctuated between explorative and exploitative strategies over generations, with an exploitative bias196

(see Fig.1 (top-left)).197

The fluctuation in distributions of individual search strategies with social learning can be explained by a cyclical198

evolutionary dynamic. Beyond some proportion of explorative strategies, exploitative strategies become advantageous199

because they can scrounge off the explorers. But as exploitative strategies are increasingly selected, the proportion200

of explorative strategies drops and they become over-exploited. Exploitative search becomes less efficient and the201

advantage swings back to explorative strategies, and so on. This cyclical dynamic is similar to negative frequency-202

dependent selection that can lead to a mixed evolutionary stable strategy between explorers and exploiters–exploiters203

are more efficient when their frequency is low in the population and as a result neither explorers or exploiters can204

completely invade a population. We can also see this pattern in the invasion analyses (Fig. S10 (top-row)) where205

exploitative mutants could invade explorative populations, but exploitative populations could in turn be invaded by206

explorers with µ = 1.5.207

The changes in the group composition due to frequency-dependent selection also affected the group-level search208

efficiency. Higher proportions of exploitative search corresponded with lower efficiencies. For example, in Figs. 3a209

and 4 (top row), the mean µ of the group (shown in blue) decreased and increased periodically, and the decreases in µ210

coincided with elevated search efficiencies (shown in green). As explained above, an increase in explorers made the211

group and exploiters more efficient searchers. Exploiters could then replace explorative agents, but at the expense of212

mean efficiencies. This effect caused dips in mean efficiency to coincide with increases in mean values of µ. As a result213

of high levels exploitation, evolved groups were substantially less efficient than the optimal search efficiencies predicted214

in Garg et al. 2022 (shown with dashed lines in Fig.2b).215

We also found that the degree of exploration and exploitation can depend on resource density. When resource patches216

were richer (NR = 10, 000), the value of discovering new resources diminished relative to greater exploitation of217

rich patches. As a result, the overall values of µ were higher in richer patches than in scarcer patches (Fig. 2a), and218

groups frequently evolved to be composed of highly exploitative agents (µ ≥ 3) (Fig. 1). This effect further diminished219

group-level search efficiencies due to lower rates of resource discoveries and restricted group-level exploration (Fig.220

2b). In addition to the social selectivity parameter and resource density, group size can also affect the level of social221

learning as discussed next.222

4.2 Excessive social learning in large groups increased the advantages of explorative strategies and maintained223

optimal levels of group-level search efficiencies.224

Larger group sizes may increase the availability of social information and thereby increase social learning and the level225

of competition faced by agents. We found that in large groups (NA = 50), explorative search strategies were more226

likely to be selected than exploitative ones (Fig. 2a (right), Fig. 1 (bottom panel)). The presence of more agents in a227

group led to more persistent social cues and caused the group to excessively aggregate to the point of compromising228

search efficiency. As a result, patches depleted more quickly and competition between agents increased. Under such229

conditions, explorative strategies (µ → 1) had higher payoffs than exploitative strategies. Longer movements with less230

turns not only increased the rate of discovery of new patches but also helped agents exit patches before others could231

join. On one hand, in larger groups, the higher frequency of explorative agents increased the rate of resource discovery232

leading to even higher payoffs. On the other hand, exploitative agents who arrive later to a patch find resources are233
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(a) NR = 1000 (b) NR = 10000

Figure 3: Example of an evolutionary trajectory of the mean value of a group’s µ (in blue) and η (in green) over 3000
generations for a single simulation of a group of size 10 with α = 10−5. The shaded regions indicate 68% confidence
intervals of the mean estimates.

already exploited and are thus less efficient. As a result, explorative strategies (µ ≈ 1.1) were less likely to be invaded234

by exploitative strategies under high levels of social learning (µ ≥ 2.5) (Figs. 1, S11).235

At the group level, higher proportions of explorers corresponded with near-optimal search efficiencies (Fig. 2b (right))236

as derived from the previously published model. The advantage of highly explorative strategies further increased in237

richer patches (NR = 10, 000), contrary to the effect for small groups (see previous section). In large groups, richer238

patches initiated a ‘snowballing’ phenomenon where social information was over-amplified due to agents spending239

longer times in patches. As a result, groups evolved to be even more explorative (Fig. 1) in richer patches. However,240

snowballing was less likely to occur with selective use of social information (α = 10−2). When social cues were241

pursued selectively, aggregation and subsequent competition at patches decreased and shifted mean µ values to be more242

exploitative (Fig. 2a (right)). In other words, when few agents could join at a resource patch and social interaction243

was low, either due to small groups or intermediate social selectivity, exploitative search strategies increased search244

efficiency by prolonging time spent in patches.245

Taken together, our results so far show that social learning can negatively affect the evolution of explorative and246

exploitative strategies by reducing the frequencies of explorative agents and thereby diminishing search efficiency.247

While explorative tendencies were determined by resource density, social learning and group size, invasion analyses248

showed that search strategies with µ ≈ 2 are least likely to be invaded by other strategies, on average and across all249

conditions (see Fig.S12). These results hold when modeling individual search strategies as parameterized Lévy walks,250

but as they are random and uninformed, one might expect different results when individual search strategies can adapt251

to found resources. Next, we add ARS as a component of individual search that exploits found resources and may252

therefore alter the selection and evolutionary dynamics of individual search strategies.253

4.3 Area-restricted search promotes the selection of explorative search strategies that are more optimal with254

social learning.255

In the results discussed thus far, Lévy walks with explorative µ exponents were not competitive with social scrounging256

because they were unable to exploit found resources. ARS should enable explorative foragers to individually exploit257

found resources by engaging in local search when resources are found. The addition of an area-restricted search258

component to the model could change the optimal search efficiencies both at the individual and the group level. To259

test this hypothesis, we added ARS to the model in Garg et al. 2022. With pure Lévy walks and no social learning,260

µ = 2 was optimal search behavior because search movements are a mix between long, explorative steps and short,261

exploitative ones. But with ARS, explorative agents can adaptively switch to exploitative steps after encountering262

resources and may not need short steps otherwise. Indeed, with ARS added, µ = 1.1 resulted in randomly oriented263

explorative movements mixed with informed exploitative bouts and optimal search efficiencies (Fig. S13). The mix264

also increased search efficiencies (Fig. S13) for all values of µ and α when compared to pure Lévy walks, and selective265

social learning was more beneficial with ARS than without it.266

In the evolutionary model, we found that ARS led the genetic algorithm to select more explorative search strategies that267

adaptively engaged in local search when resources were found. As a result, it was less effective for exploitative agents268

to scrounge from their explorative counterparts and mean µ values decreased below 2 (Fig. 5a) with fewer exploiters269

selected (Fig. 6). In addition, fluctuations in µ were smaller with ARS than without it (Fig. 4 (bottom row)). Due to270

higher proportions of explorative agents, the evolved groups maximized their search efficiencies (Fig. 5b) close to271
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Figure 4: Time-average of trends over all simulations in efficiency, η and Lévy exponent, µ over 1000 generations for
groups of size, 10 and NR = 1000. We calculated moving average of window size of 20 generations to show clearer
trends. The shaded regions indicate 95% confidence intervals of the mean estimates.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) Mean estimates of the evolved values of Lévy exponents (µ) from the area-restricted search (ARS) model
for different levels of resource density (NR), group size (NA) and social learning (α). (b) Corresponding mean estimates
of the group search efficiencies (η) of the evolved groups. The averages were taken over the last 10 generations out of a
total of 3000, for every parameter combination. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 6: Distribution of the evolved values of Lévy exponents (µ) for different levels of resource density (NR), group
size (NA) and social learning (α). These data represent group compositions over the last 20 generations out of a
total of 3000. α values of 10−5, 10−2, 100 correspond to high, intermediate and no levels of social learning. µ → 1
corresponds to exploratory search strategy, while µ → 3.5 corresponds to exploitative search. The error bars indicate
95% confidence intervals.

the theoretical optimum (shown in dashed lines in Fig. 5b) as estimated from the model reported by Garg et al. 2022.272

Moreover, unlike the non-ARS condition where social-learning led to a decrease in search efficiency over generations273

(Fig. 8), foragers using ARS became more efficient (Fig. 9).274

Similar to the non-ARS condition, the level of exploration practised by groups decreased with the use of social275

information. But as social learning became excessive, for example in large groups, groups became highly explorative.276

This effect was strongest with dense patches, where the average µ was even lower with no social learning (α = 0).277

When resource patches were plentiful and they could be effective exploited with ARS, it was beneficial for large278

numbers of agents to spread out and decrease competition [Di Bitetti and Janson, 2001]. Finally, due to the higher279

proportion of explorers in evolved groups, mean group-level search efficiencies (Fig. 5b) were close to the theoretical280

optimum (shown in dashed lines).281

ARS with µ → 1 can resemble non-ARS Lévy search with µ ≈ 2. The difference between the two lies in whether282

information about the environment drives the decision to switch between exploring and exploiting or whether the switch283

occurs randomly. Results from invasion analyses (Fig. 12) show that, on an average and across conditions, Lévy walks284

with µ ≈ 2 were least likely to be invaded by exploiters or explorers. Taken together, our results indicate that search285

strategies that balance exploration and exploitation, whether by informed or random decisions, can be evolutionary286

stable with social learning.287

5 Discussion288

Optimal search and foraging models have mostly focused on solitary foraging, where a forager has to balance explorative289

and exploitative modes of search to discover and harvest resources [Viswanathan et al., 1996, Bartumeus et al., 2016,290

Charnov and others, 1976]. Our model shows that the evolution of individual search strategies, in terms of exploration291

and exploitation, can depend upon social interactions among foragers in groups. The model also shows how strategies292

selected for foraging efficiency at the individual level may not always be beneficial for collective foraging. Instead,293

individual-level selection can lead to discrepancies between individual and collective search goals Leonard and Levin294

[2022] by favoring less-efficient exploitative strategies. We found that informed Lévy-like patterns such as those295

generated by ARS can restore and stabilize the balance between exploration and exploitation at both individual and296

group levels. Such a balance can improve both individual and collective search efficiencies, and result in the evolution297

of more optimal search groups.298
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Previous models have shown that Lévy-like search strategies can be optimal for individual foragers, especially when299

information about the environment is lacking [Bartumeus et al., 2014, Viswanathan et al., 1996, Garg and Kello, 2021].300

We found that pure Lévy strategies do not lead to efficient search for groups of foragers in which information about301

found resource locations is shared between foragers. Instead, the presence of social learning requires a concomitant302

increase in the role of cognitive processing in individual search strategies to maintain and enhance search efficiency.303

Our results add to previous studies showing how the addition of simple heuristics to random-walk models can greatly304

increase search efficiencies when compared to purely random search models [Hills et al., 2013, ?]. Results also suggest305

that minimizing the role of cognitive processing will tend to underestimate the extent to which non-local search is306

explorative. Indeed, random search models might be especially insufficient to capture real-world behavior under307

conditions of threat and competition. Under such conditions that pose significant opportunity costs, foragers face308

additional pressures to search efficiently and they can not afford to search randomly [Mobbs et al., 2018].309

Evidence for simple heuristics like ARS has been found in humans and other animals [Pacheco-Cobos et al., 2019b,310

Wiesner et al., 2012, Dorfman et al., 2022]. Our results suggest that ARS may confer an evolutionary advantage to social311

foragers by increasing their share of resources. Furthermore, ARS patterns (i.e., short, exploitative bouts alternating312

with longer excursions) can closely resemble Lévy patterns of µ ≈ 2 and be more efficient than a pure Lévy process313

where the switch between exploration and exploitation is random. Thus, our work adds another ultimate explanation314

to the persistence of Levy-like patterns across species and conditions [de Jager et al., 2011]. Given that our results315

show that on an average, µ ≈ 2 is the strategy that is least likely to be invaded across all conditions (Fig.S12), our316

results support the hypothesis that intrinsic Lévy processes [Kölzsch et al., 2015, Sims et al., 2019] can be bet-hedging317

strategies to stabilize equilibria in groups [Campeau et al., 2022].318

In our previous paper [Garg et al., 2022], we showed that collective search can be efficient if individual foragers319

are highly explorative and quickly find new resources, while being selective in their social learning to exploit and320

collectively exploit clusters of resources found. Herein we showed social learning requires foragers be more intelligently321

exploitative to protect their efforts from scrounging. Other studies on social foraging have shown that foragers may322

use certain strategies to increase their finder’s share [Di Bitetti and Janson, 2001, Vickery et al., 1991]. For instance,323

capuchin monkeys maintain large distances between each other while searching for food, in order to harvest a sufficient324

amount of food share before others join in. Likewise, in our model, exploratory foragers with ARS were better at finding325

resources and maintaining distances between each other. Different social systems may employ other mechanisms to326

protect from scrounging and more generally promote exploration, such as social prestige or synchronized food-sharing327

in hunter-gatherers [Winterhalder, 1996]. Multi-level selection, where foragers compete with each other but also face328

group-level pressures to cooperate, can also give rise to competitive groups that maintain a high proportion of explorers329

for higher efficiencies.330

Our results show that the level of social learning practised by the group can also determine the search strategies of331

individuals. Excessive social learning increased the proportion of explorers within a group, resulting in theoretically332

optimum groups. For example in large groups, where social cues were over-amplified, exploitative strategies had low333

payoffs. The late-arriving exploiters were not able to find many resources left in a patch and thus, were selected against334

the fast moving explorers who could quickly exit a patch before facing diminishing returns. Similar to our model’s335

predictions, studies of bees have shown that the level of exploration practised by the bees increases with group size,336

due to competition for limited resources [Grüter and Hayes, 2022]. However, our model assumes that the tendency or337

ability to make foraging decisions on the basis of social information is independent of the individual search strategy. It338

is possible that these search features maybe correlated [Kurvers et al., 2010], in which case, groups would benefit from339

a mix of asocial explorers that find resource patches and social exploiters who harvest a found patch. The movement or340

space-use patterns can also affect how foragers acquire information (e.g., due to speed-accuracy trade-offs) [Spiegel and341

Crofoot, 2016] or how well they can communicate with each other [Roeleke et al., 2022]. Further investigations can342

modify the model’s assumptions to test these effects of exploratory strategies on group-level efficiencies and general343

adaptability.344

Individuals in many animal groups can consistently differ from each other in their search strategies, especially in terms345

of explorative behavior [Reader, 2015, Mehlhorn et al., 2015], that in turn can affect group-level behaviors related346

to foraging such as cohesiveness, flocking, risk-taking[Aplin et al., 2014, Ioannou and Dall, 2016, Ward et al., 2004,347

Dyer et al., 2009, Burns and Dyer, 2008]. Our work adds to this discussion and shows instead how the differences348

between individuals in their exploratory tendencies may be affected by physical and social environment features. We349

show that the differences in the movement speed and patch discovery can lead to dynamics similar to the classic350

producer-scrounger models [Barnard and Sibly, 1981, Caraco and Giraldea, 1991]. Our results support previous351

empirical work that have shown exploratory and exploitative foraging behavior to be density-dependent [Sokolowski352

et al., 1997, Greene et al., 2016]. Our model also suggests that these differences may not always be adaptive, and a high353

proportion of exploiters can decrease the mean fitness of a population. Although a mix of explorers and exploiters in354

a group was not theoretically optimum in our model, that may not always be the case in the natural world. In some355
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socially foraging species, where individual fitness is tightly linked with that of the group, exploratory scouts do not356

optimize their finder’s share and instead abandon food sources after discovering and recruiting other workers [Grueter357

and Leadbeater, 2014, Liang et al., 2012]. In many natural conditions, explorative strategies may have additional risks358

(such as predation, high search costs or reduced attention to social cues) that could decrease efficiencies in groups359

composed solely of explorers. For instance, in a variable environment, if the most rewarding option is associated with360

high risk, then explorers that continue searching for better options would be selected against [Arbilly et al., 2011].361

Furthermore, maintaining a mix of diverse search strategies may be especially helpful in variable and uncertain resource362

environments [Dingemanse et al., 2004].363

Studies on optimal search strategies have largely focused on the individual-level and how physical environment can364

shape the strategies. The present work shows that the studies on optimal search strategies need to account for the social365

environment, as well. We show that an individual’s search behavior is constrained by both the physical and social366

environment, and can, in turn, shape the group and its capabilities. Our model also highlights how the differences367

between random and informed search strategies can lead to important consequences on both individual- and collective-368

level search efficiencies, especially under competitive foraging. Future models on social foraging should account for369

the role social information plays in shaping individual preferences and search behavior, and how social learning is370

affected by independent search behavior. In this paper, we used the explorative-exploitative movements to highlight371

these trade-offs but social foraging models can easily extended to other aspects of search behavior such as optimal372

departure time, optimal travel time that are formulated within the Marginal Value Theorem framework [Davis et al.,373

2022]. For instance, decisions to explore or exploit can be driven by the perceived value of resource patches that can be374

modeled to take into account the costs and benefits of both the physical and social context [Silston et al., 2021].375

The implications of our results are not limited to foraging for resources, but extend to collective problem-solving376

and action, where independent searchers use social information to find solutions to a problem. Studies on collective377

problem-solving and search can benefit from investigating how individual search behavior within a group might be378

influenced by the strategies adopted by others. For instance, if some group members are risk-prone and explorative, then379

others might prefer searching less-riskier solutions, minimize their search costs, and prefer to improve upon solutions380

found by others. Or being a part of a group may dilute risk and embolden group members to explore for novel and381

risky solutions to a problem [Camisón-Zornoza et al., 2004]. There may be additional incentives for exploration for382

novel solutions or ideas, for example, patents, social prestige, and other rewards associated with innovations [Giraldeau383

et al., 2017]. Our results also suggest that studies on collective behavior should consider the discrepancies between384

individual and collective goals, costs and benefits [Leonard and Levin, 2022]. Further, investigating how social learning385

and communication evolve in tandem with individual search strategies under different contexts can shed light on general386

aspects of collective behavior and sociality.387
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8 Supplementary Methods535

8.1 Resource Environment Generation536

We generated resource environments (Fig.S7) using a power-law distribution growth model. The space was initialized537

with 20 seed resources placed in random locations. Additional resources were placed such that the probability of a538

resource appearing a distance dr from previously placed resources was given by539

P (d) = Cdr
−β (5)

where, dmin ≤ dr ≤ L, dmin = 10−3 is the minimum distance that an agent could move and L = 1 is the normalized540

size of the grid. C is a normalization constant required to keep the total probability distribution equal to unity, such that541

C =
1− β

(L)1−β − (dmin)1−β
(6)

β determines the spatial distribution of resources other than the resource seeds, such that β → 1 resembled a uniform542

distribution and β → 3 generated an environment where resources were tightly clustered. In this paper, we set β = 3 to543

generate distinct resource patches.544

8.2 Evolutionary Invasion Analysis545

We systematically tested whether a population of composed of agents with a given µ can be invaded by a mutant agent546

with another value of µ. To perform invasion analysis, we simulated homogeneous populations of a µresident ranging547

between 1 and 3.5, and for each of the resident populations, we added a mutant with another value of µmutant between548

1 and 3.5. Each of these populations was run for only one generation (i.e., they did not evolve), and we tested the549
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Fig.S7: Examples of the resource distributions generated by the power-law growth algorithm with β = 3. The color-map
indicates the density estimates (calculated using Gaussian Kernel Density Estimation) of resources present at a location.

Fig.S8: Average trends in collective search efficiency over initial generations, for the non-ARS condition, group size of
10 and resource density of 10,000. The figure shows that in the absence of social learning (α = 100), search efficiency
of the group increases, but with social learning (α = 10−5), search efficiency decreases. Note the different y-axes limits
for the two panels.

likelihood of a given µmutant invading µresident by calculating an invasion index, i, for a pair of two different values550

of µ where:551

i(µresident, µmutant) =
ηµmutant

ηµresident

(7)

9 Supplementary Figures552
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Fig.S9: Average trends in collective search efficiency over initial generations, for the ARS condition, group size of 10
and resource density of 10,000. The figure shows that with and without social learning, search efficiency of the group
increases over time. However, with social learning (α = 10−5), the increase is more substantial than without (α = 100).
Note the different y-axes limits for the two panels.

Fig.S10: Mean estimates of invasion index for groups of size 10, different levels of resource density (NR) and social
learning (α) over 500 simulations. Index values greater than 1 imply that the mutant µ will be over to invade the resident
µ.
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Fig.S11: Mean estimates of invasion index for groups of size 50, different levels of resource density (NR) and social
learning (α) over 500 simulations. Index values greater than 1 imply that the mutant µ will be over to invade the resident
µ and are represented by red hues.

Fig.S12: Overall mean estimates of invasion index for all groups of size 10 and 50, different levels of resource density
(NR) and different µmut. Different colors indicate the three levels of social learning (α). This plot shows that on an
average among all the different conditions, µres ≈ 2 is least likely to be invaded by other strategies.
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Fig.S13: Group search efficiency η for the ARS model as a function of social selectivity parameter α, Lévy exponent µ,
resource density NR. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. Note the different Y-axes limits.
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